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C O N T E N T



Where Folkkungagatan and Östgötagatan meets, there is a pet store called Sofo’r Pets. As 
the name reveal, its located in the area Sofo, between an art store and a post office.

The store is very busy with costumers, considering it’s a weekday after lunch. If you pass 
the cashier to the right, the interior decorations for small birds, the fridges with dog food, 
the animal scale and the cat toys, you reach the ”Small animals room” at the end of the 
store. A sign on the door clearly says: no scooters, no baby stroller and no dogs or cats are 
allowed in here. Carefully I push open the sliding door.

Small glass cages covers one of the walls. On the other side of the glass very small animals 
are sleeping, eating and exercising. If you get eye contact with one of them, they look back 
at you with a bored and unemotional look in their eyes. Is there feelings behind those 
eyes?

For a moment I try to estimate their habitat. If I lived like these hamsters – how many 
square meters would my world exist of? 80? I feel tempted to free them from their prison 
but they would probably freeze to death in the snowy Södermalm outside. I don’t know 
the hamsters native country, but its probably not Sweden.

Small notes on every glass window tell the costumer when the animal is born, if the fur is 
Siberian or white, if it’s a boy or a girl. A boy hamster born the 3/1 must have been sold 
recently, since his birthday is crossed out with a pencil.

The small animals are lined up and organized in a primary way. Males to the left, females 
to the right. Some people who enter ”The small animals room” would find them cute. 
Maybe they’d buy one, probably the one with white fur and black bottomless eyes because 
they’re the cutest (265 SEK). They buy a cage (600 SEK). They buy a little wooden house 
(65 SEK, on sale). They would put the hamster, the cage and the wooden house in their 
childrens bedroom, tell them to treat this little animal very nicely (actually it’s a good 
practice in responsibility and care, some parents say).

A few weeks passes and when the first excitement goes away, the little animal is all alone. 
Of course it will be provided food and water (I mean, people are not cruel) but after a 
while that’s it. They’d become another thing on the to do-list: clean the hamster cage, buy 
hamster food. Make sure someone look after it when you go on holiday.  
The entertainment is gone, so what’s left?

T H E  S I T E



This is a fiction story of a real character, Lena Eriksson Karlsson Westholm. 
She passed away in October 2016 after a time of illness.

Lena lived in a portable, plastic box. Because of Lenas habit to exercise during 
late hours, the plastic box was usually placed in the bathroom. Lena didn’t like 
this plastic box I assume, which would probably be the reason for her to come up 
with the brilliant idea to escape.

When I noticed her escape plan - which was basically to dig through the plastic - 
I didn’t take it that seriously. But when the digging days become weeks and when 
a small hole started to emerge in one of the box corners, I realized that I  
definitely underestimated her urge for freedom. 

After several attempts to stop her - I used tape, books, fabrics, gave her multiply 
things to chew on instead and I even tried to confuse her by rearranging her 
furnitures - suddenly the hole was big enough for her to slip out.
The timing was of course terrible. I was working with my bachelor project and 
basically just came home to sleep and eat, which I know isn’t an excuse. But  
combined with the fact that I’m a terrible pet owner I couldn’t be bothered to 
buy her a new plastic box. If she wanted to be free I’d let her.

So this was how me and Lena became room mates. Before Lena was more of 
a piece of furniture in a plastic box placed in the bathroom, but now I felt her 
precence everywhere in the apartment. She started to annoy me very much and I 
definitely started to annoy her too, as you do with room mates. 
Completely free in a studio apartment Lena started to inhabit herself. She col-
lected some of her belongings from the plastic box and spread them around the 
apartment. Sometimes she slept with all her stuff close to her, almost cuddling 
them, and sometimes she slept in my bed. The small plywood house that I 
bought for her ages ago she apparently didn’t like at all, she preferred sleeping in 
other places (one time I even found her having a nap in my bra). Apparently she 
didn’t wanted a stable home, almost every week she found a new crib.

She didn’t liked the friends I brought over, which she showed by attacking their 
feets when they used the bathroom (this was not appreciated by my friends I 

B A C K G R O U N D



can tell). At one point one of my friends even suggested to meet somewhere else 
because Lena hated her. 
She ripped of a piece of my curtains to use as a blanket. She shattered my fa-
vorite t-shirt just because she could. She gathered all her hamster food in a pile 
under my bed, until she spent a hole night moving everything to a corner of the 
bathroom instead. She still used her designated plastic toilette in her former box, 
but one time I noticed an attempt to move that one aswell by trying to push it 
through the hole.

It took me some time to notice, but the roles had switched. Instead of Lena 
being a temporary visitor in my home, it felt like I was the visitor. When I came 
home from school I was always a little bit nervous to discover what Lena had 
been up to during the day.
Lena went from being domesticated to become a free spirit, her true self. I have 
never seen a hamster this busy before, the lazy Lena I once knew was completely 
gone. She was building, tearing stuff apart, decorating, experimenting, trying 
to modify her own space. I started to look at my human sized apartment in a 
different way. Almost everyday I found some new tiny spaces that I have never 
thought about before, spaces that Lena had found exploring the apartment. 

Anyway, there is no message and no meaning with this children book on the 
following pages. Maybe its just a reminder that we have alot of room mates on 
this planet.  

  



L E N A 
P L A Y S 

H O C K E Y



This is Lena. 
She is a golden hamster and she loves hockey.



There is just one problem with being a very tiny hamster -
all hockey uniforms are too big.



But her dad says ”Don’t be sad Lena, I have an idea!” 



He starts looking for stuff in the house. Under the kitchen table he finds two macarones. 
”Here is your body protection!”



From his pocket he picks up a coin.
”Here is your hockey puck! But don’t chew on it!”



In his office he finds a staple machine. He gives Lena two staples.   
”Here are your ice skates!”



In the garbage bin he finds an old bottle cap.  
”This will work as a helmet!”



But where could they find a hockey stick? 



But where could they find a hockey stick? Lenas dad fumbles around in the kitchen cabinets and picks up a straw. 
”I think this will work!”



And then Lena goes to her first hockey practice!





According to Agria, an animal insurance company, there were 1,5 million pets 
living in different households in Sweden a couple of years ago. Lena had her own, 
pitched roof-house designed as she was a tiny human. And that was obviously not 
how she wanted it, since when she got the opportunity she changed her space.

I think its very obvious that Lenas architectural needs (or any other pet) is 
different than mine. Maybe we are very far from each other. These animals living 
among us - how do we actually design for them? Doesn’t the dog use the same 
stair as his or her dog owner? 
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